All of the processing that goes on in a domain is stated in the actions of state models and the synchronous services for the domain. This processing appears in the OOA models in the form of ADFDs and SDFDs 1 , a graphical form of a more general concept: process models. In this chapter we look at properties of process models as defined in this method and present, as an alternative to the graphical rendition currently defined, a text-based action language named SMALL (Shlaer-Mellor Action Language-one L is gratuitous).
Let us set these thoughts aside for the moment and study an alternative approach: specification of actions via textual action languages.
Background on Action Languages
By 1993, only one commercial tool supplier supported the graphical rendition of the OOA process models. Clients building their own automation tools, as well as other CASE vendors, had chosen instead to implement a textual action language. There were-and are-a number of reasons for this:
• Because of the state of the art of graphical user interfaces, many analysts found entering and maintaining graphical process models time-consuming and problematic.
• Because compiler technology is well understood, it was much easier to build automation to support a process model specified in text.
These action languages have, in general, successfully separated the processing from the sequencing of the processing. However, to the extent that the approach taken has been based on classical third generation languages (such as C and C++), these action languages leave much to be desired. The fundamental problems are (1) that they are too low-level and (2) provide too much power and choice. On one hand, they require the analyst to over-specify some aspects of an action (for example, statements in these languages are generally executed sequentially); on the other, constructs are provided for for loops, if statements, switch statements (not allowed in the graphical process models). Finally, there is little or nothing in these languages to enforce rules equivalent to those of the graphical models. As a result, some of the textual action languages require the analyst to violate the underlying rules contained in the graphical rendition, and so forego many of the benefits.
Consider, for example, the following third-generation style action language: Select many dog from instances of object Dog 'owned by' myDogOwnerID; For each dogID in dog generate D1: ComeToDinner( ) to dogID; dogId( Weight ) := ProportionalIncrement( dogID( Weight) ); End for; If myDogOwnerId.FoodLeft < SafeAmount then generate DO4: BuyMoreFood to myDogOwnerID; End if; Traditional control structures of this nature make it difficult to translate the action into other organization-even if the primitives in the language correspond one-to-one with the basic processes in OOA96. Some of the problems here are:
• Because of the sequential nature of the language, control has been over-specified. There is no apparent reason why the if clause should be after (or before) the for loop. In short, the language fails the ham sandwich test.
• The for loop is a general structure into which we could place any number of statements. In the example, two unrelated analysis ideas have been related by being placed in the for loop. This obscures the fact that such statements may, in fact, constitute reusable processes. The if statement has the same problem-unrelated analysis thoughts can be placed in the body of the statement.
By examining other code fragments one can find additional problems. Perhaps the best summary conclusion is this: Textual action languages based on third-generation languages tend to produce only a thinly disguised form of the implementation, and do not provide the level of abstraction needed for clear, complete analysis and intelligent code generation.
The Personality of SMALL
After reviewing a number of existing action languages, we decided that a fundamentally different approach was needed. Our goal in defining SMALL was to produce a textual language that retained the properties of the graphical action models.
The first decision was easy: SMALL should have the nature of a data flow language, using data flow as the primary sequencing mechanism. Hence we based the large-scale structure of SMALL on the most familiar data flow language: pipes and filters.
Some other properties followed from the properties of the OOA DFDs:
• Each chain of processes on a corresponding DFD is a statement in SMALL.
• All statements in the language execute concurrently except when constrained by a data or control dependency.
• Within each statement SMALL thinks of data as active and flowing. Data is assumed to be flowing in sets, and no distinction is made between sets and single data values.
• As with the DFDs, the details of transformations, tests and wormholes are defined separately from the body of the action.
• Execution of the action or synchronous service terminates when the last statement that can execute has completed.
• The execution rules for SMALL are equivalent to those of the DFDs: Execution proceeds in parallel 4 for all statements, except where constrained by data or control flow. Consequently, if two statements write the same variable and their order of execution has not been constrained, it is indeterminate which value will be used in subsequent processing.
To implement control flows that sometime appear on OOA DFDs, we defined guards that can be set and then used to initiate (or not initiate) the execution of a chain of processes.
SMALL can be written in a very terse form-which is used throughout this chapter. An alternative verbose form is easily defined, and we expect to do that in a subsequent publication. Finally, to give you a preview of the language as a whole, let us re-write the dog-feeding example in the terse form of SMALL. // If the other guard is set, do nothing !GreaterEqual: ;
We describe the structure and detail of the language in subsequent sections.
Overall Syntax
An action language segment consists of a number of statements. Each statement can be either a simple statement, involving access to the attributes of an object, relationship traversals, and invocations of processes, or it may be a block. A block comprises a set of statements grouped together with square brackets [ and ] .
An action language statement always terminates with a semicolon.
Comments are introduced with // at any point in the line. When this pair of characters is encountered, the remainder of the line is ignored.
Action language statements include names for:
• variables: data variables and reference variables • OOA model elements: attributes, objects, relationships, events, process invocations, and the like • language-supplied processes • keywords
Variable names, names of OOA model elements, language-supplied processes and keywords are all case insensitive, so "Bench" is treated the same as "bENCH".
Variables names may contain only the characters, a-z, A-Z, 0-9 and _, and must not begin with a numeric character, 0-9.
White space (spaces and tabs) may be inserted at any point in a SMALL statement other than within a name, or between characters that make up a token (such as // or ->).
Names of OOA model elements can be written in a "whitespace-removed" form, as in InServiceIonChamber. Equivalently, these names can contain spaces, provided that they are delimited by tick marks. Hence the following names are all the same: Attributes, supplemental data items of an event, and synchronous service input and output parameters have domain-specific data types, as described in Chapter 3. These types are defined as part of the definition of the attribute, event or synchronous service.
Literals
A literal is a constant value that takes the form of
• a number: 3, 4.25, 3E-6, • a string: "Therapy", "red", "11:30:00"
• a boolean: true, false A literal does not itself have a type. However, when a literal is written to a model elementthat is, written to an attribute, passed as a supplemental data item in an event, or passed as input to a process or wormolethe value of the literal is coerced to the domain-specific data type of the model element.
The coercion rules in SMALL are quite general.
• A number can be coerced to any domain-specific data type based on the numeric base type. It may also be coerced to a durationin which case it is interpreted as a number of seconds.
• A string can be coerced to base type symbolic. It may also be coerced to a value of an enumerated data type: The string "Therapy" can become the enumerated value therapy.
• A string that has the pattern of a time or duration can be used to set the value of a data element so typed. Hence "97-06-18 9:35:00" can be used to establish the value of an attribute such as Gas Bottle.Date of Delivery.
Data Variables
A data variable is a locally defined variable that contains data values. A data variable is in scope throughout the action or synchronous service in which it appears.
The name of a data variable always begins with the special character ~. Reading aloud, the data variablẽ Temperature is "data Temperature."
Like a literal, a data variable does not have a data type. However, when data is written to a data variable, the data variable takes on the type of the data written to it. As with a literal, when a data variable is written to an attribute, passed as a supplemental data item in an outgoing event, or passed as input to a process or wormhole, the value of the literal will be coerced to the domain-specific data type of the data variable.
Data variables may be created by writing to a name using the write operator >, read "write." This operator takes the value on the left hand side and writes it to a (newly created) data variable on the right hand side, so the statements "Therapy" > ~BenchUse; 21 >~CaveTemp;
cause the creation of new data variables ~BenchUse with the value "Therapy", and ~CaveTemp with value 21.
When an action (or synchronous service) starts to execute, the supplemental data items supplied with the event (or the input parameters) become available as data variables. The name of the data variable is the same as the whitespace-removed form of the supplemental data item or input parameter. Hence, the event ISR2: Current Integrated( Color, Suffix, Ring Number; Integrated Current ) 5 creates and initializes one data variable, ~IntegratedCurrent.
Composition
When several data variables are required together, group them with the composition operator ','. The expression
is read "data Temp with data Pressure," and it groups ~Temp and ~Pressure together in that order.
The statement ( ~Temp, ~Pressure ) > ~CaveProperties;
writes to the data variable ~CaveProperties, which may now be used wherever ~Temp and ~Pressure flow together. This feature follows the classical concept of defining a flow as the composition of other elements.
References, Reference Variables and Attribute Access References
A reference refers to an instance of an OOA object. Exactly what form a reference takes depends upon the architecture. The analyst can think of a reference as an abstraction of any reasonable reference scheme: a handle, a set of values for identifying attributes, a table name and a row number, etc.
The reference Self may be usedin an action onlyto refer to the current instance.
Reference Variables
A reference variable is a locally defined variable that contains one or more references 6 . A reference variable is in scope throughout the action or synchronous service. The name of a reference variablefor example, myBenchdoes not start with ~, so one may easily distinguish a data variable from a reference variable. Read myBench as "reference myBench."
Attribute Access
Access a non-referential attribute of an instance with the operator '.', read "dot." Place the variable containing the reference to the instance on the left of the operator, and the attribute to be accessed on the right. Hence, to read the pressure in the cave referred to by the reference variable myCave, write
myCave.Pressure
When writing an attribute with the write operator >, use the same construction, as in
> myCave.Pressure;
Multiple attributes may be read or written at once by making a list of attributes inside parentheses: Note that ~Pressure is a data variable, while Pressure is an attribute name. Note also that the composition ~CaveProperties must comprise two values that have domain-specific data types matching, in order, those for the attributes Temperature and Pressure.
There are two kinds of attributes whose value is architecture-dependent:
• referential attributes • identifying attributes of type arbitrary
The values of these attributes are therefore meaningless in the OOA models, and therefore may not be accessed directly as described here.
Selecting Instances

Selecting an Arbitrary Instance
To find an arbitrary instance of an OOA object, write the name of the object followed by the keyword one in parentheses. Hence, Bench( one ) picks an arbitrary bench. The expression is read "one Bench."
This expression produces a reference, which may then be written to a reference variable, as in
Bench( one ) > myBench;
The reference may be used to access attributes: Bench( one ).Name >~BenchName;
Selecting an Instance with Specified Properties
To find an instance that has a specified property, express the required property as a comparison. The comparison names one attribute, a data value, and a comparison operator ( >, <, =, ≠, ≤, ≥ as defined in Chapter 3). The effect of the comparison is to examine each instance of an object, comparing the value of the specified attribute with the specified data value; this yields those instances that satisfy the criterion. For example, Bench( one, BenchUse = "Therapy" ) yields one arbitrarily selected instance of Bench whose use is equal to "Therapy". The order of precedence for operators from highest to lowest is arithmetic operators: -unary minus ** exponentiation *, /, % multiply, divide and integer divide +, -addition and subtraction logical operators:
logical and, and logical or comparative operators:
Having selected an instance, you may access its attributes 8 just as you would using a reference variable. Hence will read the pressure of all caves, ordered first by descending pressure, and then by ascending name for caves with the same pressure.
Ordering on a attribute whose domain-specific data type is based on a type that has no inherent ordering (booleans, for example) is meaningless, hence the instances are produced in an undefined order.
Object Expressions and Selectors
An object expression is any expression that yields references. Hence a reference variable, such as myCave, is an object expression, as is Cave( all ) and Cave( all, /Name ).
A selector is a special form of an object expression. A selector comprises an optional quantifier, an optional comparison (possibly compound) and optional order specifications. The quantifier may be one or all.
Both the comparison and the quantifier are optional, but at least one must be specified. When no comparison is specified, the object expression yields one or all instances of the specified object, depending on the quantifier. When no quantifier is specified, the object expression yields all instances that qualify. Hence, n summary, then, to select an instance or instances, specify the object name followed by a selector in parentheses.
Instance Creation and Deletion
Creating Instances
To create an instance of an object, use the create operator >> with a literal, data variable or composition on the left, and the name of the object on the right. List the attributes separated by a period and enclosed with parentheses, after the object name.
The two forms can be intermixed, hence: both mean the same.
To create an instance in a state, use the reserved word State, which is treated syntactically as though it were an attribute. Consistent with OOA96, the state "attribute" cannot be read.
The create operator produces a reference as a result. This can then be stored for future use, as in 
Rules about Initialization of Attributes
Various rules of OOA are reflected in SMALL in the following rules regarding the initialization of attributes in a create operation.
• It is illegal to initialize a referential attribute. Instances of relationships are established by another mechanism, as explained in section 6.13.
• The initial value of a non-referential, non-identifying attribute is established in one of the following ways:
The analyst may initialize the value explicitly in the create operation.
If the analyst does not initialize the value explicitly, and if a default value was defined for the domain-specific data type of the attribute, the attribute will take on that default value. If no default value was specified, the attribute will be initialized to UNDEFINED.
• If an identifying attribute is non-referential and is of type arbitrary, the initial value will be established by the architecture. Consequently, it is illegal to attempt to initialize such an attribute in the create operation.
• If an identifying, non-referential attribute is not of type arbitrary, the analyst is required to establish the initial value in the create operation.
These rules leave us with one more case to consider: The initialization of an identifying attribute that is not of type arbitrrary and is also referential. This case is discussed in section 6.13.
Deletion of Instances
Use the delete operator <<, read "delete," to delete instances, as in
which deletes those instances referred to by myBench. Similarly, << Bench( BenchUse = "Therapy" );
deletes all the Bench instances whose use is "Therapy". Read the latter example as "delete Bench where Bench Use equals Therapy."
Flowing Data to Transformations Transformations
To flow data to a transformation, use the flow operator |, read "flows to." For example: This example takes the SpillDose, the BackgroundDose and the CumulativeDose and flows them, in order, to the ComputeCumulativeDose transformation. The result is then written to a data variable.
The transformation ComputeCumulativeDose is defined, together with the types and order of its input and output parameters in a process specification. When a transformation is defined to have multiple input or output parameters, the parameters are represented in SMALL as a composition: a single data flow that contains several data elements.
Re-ordering Data Elements
The language-supplied process shuffle re-orders data elements in a flow. Provide the desired order of the data elements in parentheses, numbered from 1. For example: 
Dropping Data Elements
Use shuffle to drop data elements from a flow. Hence if we write the second data element (SpillDose) is dropped from the input flow and the inputs provided to ComputeCumulativeDose are BackgroundDose and CumulativeDose, in that order.
Merging Data Elements
To merge data elements into a flow, provide the names of the data elements with the shuffle transformation. Hence: appends the data variable ~CumulativeDose after the other two data elements. Note that only named data variables may be added in this manner. References and literals cannot be merged directly.
Generating Events Events
To generate an event, use the keyword gen followed by the event label and meaning. Flow the reference of the destination of the event to an event generator using the flow operator |. For example: aBench | Gen BE6: GasNotOK;
Supplemental Data Items
An event specification provides names for the supplemental data items that are to be passed with an event. To provide supplemental data items with an event in SMALL, use the explicit assignment operator => to assign a value to the name of the supplemental data item. Place the explicit assignments in parentheses after the event label: aMonitoredPulse | Gen BP6: SpillDoseUpdated( ~ComputedDose => SpillDose );
As a shorthand, you may omit the => <supplemental data item> if the data variable and the supplemental data item have the same name. Hence the following two statements are equivalent. 
Delayed Events
To send a delayed event, add a duration in parentheses after the keyword gen. This example cancels the most recent D7: FinishStay to the instance(s) of Dog given by myDog.
To find the time remaining for an event, use the timetill keyword, which produces a single data output.
Request Wormholes
Recall from Chapter 5 that when a request wormhole is invoked, all of the following must be supplied:
• Data items to be transmitted to the receiving domain. This includes identifiers (references) to instances used to make up transfer vectors.
• Data items output from the wormhole when control returns to the DFD from which the wormhole is invoked.
To invoke a wormhole, provide any reference(s) to an instance of an OOA object in the input data flow, and the non-reference data items, if any, to be transmitted to the recipient in parentheses after the name of the wormhole, just as you do for the supplemental data items of an event.
myRobot | Wormhole W3: RetractHand( 3 => distance );
where wormhole is a keyword in SMALL, W3 is the identifier of the wormole, and RetractHand is the name of the wormhole.
The synchronous output data items, if any, appear on the data flow following the invocation, as in myMagnet | Wormhole W4: GetCurrent > ~Current;
If more than one data item is input to (or output from) a wormhole, the data items that make up the input (output) data flow must be treated as a composition, as in 
Traversing Relationships
Level of Abstraction
When tracing a chain of relationships, one is currently 10 required to provide a separate accessor for each link in the chain. While this is entirely consistent with the relational model of data, it is not at the level of abstraction preferred by most analysts, who generally like to cast a lengthy traversal as a single thought.
More to the point, it is not at a level of abstraction suitable for translation. Translation requires that each relationship traversal be treated as a single unit of computation because it must be translated as a single unit. SMALL, on the other hand, provides the desired level of abstractionand in a very compact fashion.
Traversing a Single Relationship
To traverse a single relationship, begin with a reference and use the relationship traversal operator ->, read "cross" or "to," followed by a relationship specification in square brackets and an object expression:
myBench -> [R2.IsEquippedWith] GasLine( one );
This example uses the reference myBench to traverse the relationship R2 to the (one) related instance of the Gas Line object.
The entire relationship traversal is an object expressionan expression that yields references. Hence, to read the flow alarm indication of the related gas line, you may write:
myBench -> [R2.IsEquippedWith] GasLine( one ).FlowAlarmIndication
Given a specified cave, to select one bench (1) that is housed therein and (2) whose use is "Therapy", and to return its bench number, write: 
Traversing Multiple Relationships
To traverse multiple relationships, string together the relationships and intervening objects:
myBench -> [R2] GasLine( one ) -> [R4] GasBottle( one ) -> [R3] GasSpecification( one ).StoppingPower
This statement reads the stopping power of the gas that is in the bottle that supplies gas to the gas line that is installed on the bench.
Alternatively, you can string together the relationship specifications inside the square brackets, naming only the object at the end of the traversal, as in:
The first part of the expression finds all caves hotter than 21° (North and South). The relationship traversal then picks one bench for each selected caveBench 4 for the North Cave (or it could be Bench 3), and Bench 1 for the South Caveand reads the uses of those two benches.
To read attributes of just one bench, use one as the quantifier in all selectors.
Unique
When starting from a set of instances, it is possible to return data about the same instance more than once. Consider, for example which takes the set of benches, finds the cave housing each bench, and then gets its temperature. The number of caves that you get is equal to the number of benches, so you may get the same temperature many times. Formally speaking, the traversal returns a bag 11 of cave temperatures. To reduce the bag to a set (i.e. to find only the unique values), flow the result to the language-supplied process unique.
Bench( all ) -> [R1] Cave( one ).Temperature | unique >~UniqueTemperatures;
Conditional Relationships
If a relationship is conditional, a traversal may fail to find an instance. This topic is discussed below in Section 6.17: Failure to Find Instances.
Relationship Creation, Deletion and Migration
Creating an Instance of a Relationship
To create an instance of a relationship, use link and a relationship specification together with references to the instances to be related: As usual, either of the two parts of the relationship specification is optional.
To create an instance of an associative object, combine the link and the create operators: This statement creates an instance of the InServiceScintillator object with its referential attributes initialized, together with any attributes that have default initial values.
To initialize non-referential attributes of an associative object, use an explicit assignment:
Use the same form for initializing identifying attributes that are not of type arbitrary in an associative object used to formalize a M-(M:M) relationship. For example: To delete a relationship formalized by an associative object, combine unlink and the delete operator: 
Instance Migration
To migrate an instance of one subtype to another subtype of the same supertype, use the migrate operator ->>. Place an object expression referring to the "migrating from" subtype on the left of the migrate operator and the name of the "migrating to" subtype on the right. The expression yields a reference to the "migrated to" instance.
myOnlineDisk ->> OfflineDisk >myOfflineDisk;
This expression effectively deletes the instance of the old subtype and creates an instance of the new subtype 12 . Like a standard create operation, the migrate operator returns a reference.
Attributesincluding the State "attribute"may be initialized in the same way as in done with the create operator:
myOnlineDisk ->> OfflineDisk.( "In Library" => State ) >myOfflineDisk;
6.14 Guards, Blocks and Sequencing
Guards
All sequencing of processing in SMALL is accomplished with data flows and control flows. SMALL implements the concept of a control flow using the concept of a guard.
A guard is a gate that allows processing to take place only if the guard has been set, as in:
Test Processes
A test process, in SMALL, is invoked by writing the name of the test process followed by a question mark that is, in turn, followed by a list of guards that may be set by the test process, as in The construct is read as "TestOK sets OK or NotOK."
A number of rules apply to test processes and their use:
• There must be at least one guard in the list.
• A test process must be defined so that it sets exactly one of the guards when it is executed.
• The invocation of a test process must appear at the end of a SMALL statement. This rule is simply the result of the fact that new chains of processes must necessarily follow a test process.
Each guard that can be set by the test process must appear at the beginning of some SMALL statement in the same action or synchronous service in which the test process is invoked. This is required even if there is no work to be done associated with a guard. 
Establishing and Using Sets of References
Repeated Accesses
Whenever a statement reads attributes, it establishes a set of references to the instances whose attributes were read. For the rest of the action or synchronous service (or until a different set of references to the same object is established), the name of the object followed by an empty set of parentheses refers to that set of references. thereby causing the second access to be made independently of the first. Such consequences can be eliminated by reusing the established set of references for all accesses after the first.
Splitting a Data Flow
Consider the graphical model shown in Figure 6 .16.1. The essence of the problem is to split a set of crates into two subsetsbig crates and small cratesand then to treat all members of one set in one manner and all members of the other in a different manner. This is easily accomplished in SMALL: The test process, CheckSize, uses the computed volume to decide whether a crate is big or small, and then flows the reference to that crate to the appropriate guard. Hence, when there are multiple instances in a data flow, the test process divides the flow into two streams, each stream containing the appropriate references.
Failure to Find Instances
Failed Selection
The language-supplied test process None? !True, !False acts on references to determine whether an accessor failed, as in 
